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What is BlueSea?

BlueSea is a watch wallet on top of Blockfrost API and helps expand applications 
on Blockfrost.
Besides that, we open a watch UI kit, contributing to the development of UI 
components for Blockfrost.

Watch wallet improve user experiment, easy access anytime and anywhere. Realtime update 
pricing for your Cardano tokens helps you easily manage your balance.
Checking epoch time, and manage your staking with the watch app.

BlueSea is a non-custodial wallet, your key is your money

Easily check Cardano news with BlueSea

Get notifications with any change in your account

Easily view your NFTs art and set it as watch face



Our Approach

Lack of crypto wallet in the watch app

Demand for Global Smartwatch Market Size & Share Worth USD 
97.52 Billion by 2028, Exhibit a CAGR of 21.5% Growth

With a watch wallet easy access anywhere, and anytime

Easy get payments with retails, will bring Cardano to real-life

For more security and safety, we can create a cold wallet in the 
watch app



Key Features

Cardano Portfolio

NFT Gallery Decentralized Exchange

Stake to Earn
Manage tokens and Cardano in BlueSea, see your 
total balance for both Ada and tokens in Cardano 
blockchain and prices from Dex partners like 
MinSwap, Muesliswap, etc. Users can compare 
and find the best prices in Cardano Dex.

Visually manage and send your NFTs in bulk.
Can see the base price of your NFTs from the 
marketplace like jpg.store, cardahub.io
Set your NFTs as watch face

Integrate with Cardano Dex Dapps to support 
apps swap like MinSwap, Wingriders. So we can 
help users easily swap and trade tokens, without 
a phone and can swap anytime, anywhere.

BlueSea supports staking with pools in Cardano 
blockchain with APY is 3.5-4.5% and rewards 
re-staked automatically, can view data of pools 
as Saturation, ROA, Live Stake, Margin, Fixed 
Cost
Supports list pools have ISPO programs so, users 
can choices their for ISPO



Key Features

Import Wallet

Buy Crypto With Fiat

Open source UI Kits Wallets

Our non-custodial guarantee

Watch-only
Support import your existing crypto wallet in 
under 30 seconds

Support buy ADA and tokens in Cardano 
ecosystems with fiat, payment with your existing 
payment method in your watch like apple pay, 
google pay, Samsung pay

We open UI Kits wallet for community help building more applications on top of Blockfrost API

BlueSea doesn’t track any personally identifiable 
information, your account addresses, or asset 
balances.
Complete control and full ownership of your digital 
assets, with no middleman, no restrictions, and total 
privacy.

Watch-only wallets allow you to keep an eye on 
your cold storage or paper wallet without 
touching your private key. Easily import your 
public address and watch it from your watch 
without moving anything.



Roadmap

Q3 2022 Q1 2023

Q4 2022

Q2 2023

-The BlueSea App user experience analysis.
-Design the functions and content of the 
App.
-Design and graphical user interface for 
BlueSea App.
-Build and set up the development 
environment App/
-Develop BlueSea architecture
-Install the necessary SDKs and libraries.
-Build server system of BlueSea App.

-Develop logic connect with the Blockfrost API 
-Programming for the user interfaces for features.
-Coding backend for the system of the App (for 
Cardano News and Buy ADA with fiat).
-Programming the App functions

-Complete programming for the user interfaces 
for features.
-Deploy the BlueSea on the stores.
-Released the MVP version of the BlueSea.
-Test and check the quality and fix bugs of the 
App.
-Promote the event and let users experience the 
app before launch.
-Released BlueSea version 1.0
-Improve the interface and functionality of the 
App.

-Programming for the user interface on watch.
-Launching the BlueSea App events promotion and 
introduction campaign.
-Released the MVP version of the BlueSea App up to Google 
Play Store.
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